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then Paige shot them down the rest of
Paige Bryan was back in the circle the night,” Peniel coach Jeff Hutchins
after dealing with hip trouble for most said after the Warriors improved to
of April.
17-4. “It’s nice to take trophies like the
She pitched like nothing was bother- ones we’ve won with the FCAL, and
ing her.
Paige looked good in her outing. She
Bryan allowed one hit – a first-in- wasn’t hurt afterward.”
ning single by Nicole Cumbus –
Alyssa Wallace went 3-for-3 with
walked one and struck out six as the three runs scored and three RBI,
Peniel Baptist Academy softball team while Bryan was 2-for-2, both hits
repeated as Florida Christian Athletic doubles, with two runs scored,
League champions, wiping out Ocala Summer Langston banged two triples
Christian, 16-1, in four innings in the and had four RBI and a run scored,
title game Saturday at Rotary Park.
Alexis Wallace finished 2-for-3 with
“Ocala Christian came out and two runs and Dylana Lynn ended
www.palatkadailynews.com
TUESDAY,
30,scored.
2019Lexi
scored a run in the first inning and 2-for-2 withAPRIL
three runs

White added a hit.
Langston’s second-inning, three-run
triple broke a 1-1 tie and the Warriors
never looked back. Meanwhile,
eighth-grader Alexis Wallace, who has
been doing the pitching in place of
Bryan while she heals, was named the
tournament MVP.
The Warriors jump into the District
2-2A tournament with a 2 p.m. game
today against the winner of the firstr o u n d g a m e Mo n d ay b e t w e e n
Jacksonville Seacoast Christian and
Jacksonville Parsons Christian. The
Warriors are the No. 1 seed for the
PAGE
tournament.
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But it was hard“We
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pitched really
well today.
night spoiled by
the two DQs
thatus
pre-six good
Anthony
gave
vented a Panther runaway title. The first
innings. That’s just what we
disqualification came in the preliminaries
By Mark BluMenthal
were
looking
for.handed
Jackson Spiller
of the 4x100 relay
when
Session
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bridged
thethegap
to Connor
By Dave Skretta
mblumenthal@palatkadailynews.com
off to Ke’Shawn
Hughes in
second
Centalla and
Associated Press
handoff. It was determined
whenConnor
Hughes pitched
” Jones said.
WINTER PARK – Jay’Lyn Session
took the batonwell.,
he accidentally
stepped
was a winner in both the 100-KANSAS
and 200- CITY, Mo. — The
into the next lane, Simonelli
impeding thestruck
competi-out nine,
promoted first baseman
walked one and allowed one
meter championships.Rays
Treyvon
tor.
Williams won the 400-meter
title again.
“I handed offrun
to (Hughes)
Nate
L owe f rom Tr iple-A
on threeand
hits,I guess
leaving after a
Wesley Roberts came away
winningbefore their series
they said he stepped
in their
zone,”
Durham
leadoff walk
in the
seventh. He
the high jump championship.
Session said. “Itworked
was close,through
but I didn’tsome
see
opener against the Royals, giving
early
MARK
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/
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And Diovoinne Fells andone
Ta’Zarryia
him step in (thestruggles,
other lane),”most notably a secof the former St. Johns River
Wesley Roberts clears the bar at 1.92 meters to win the high jump.
Poole won their way to spots
this Palatka’s
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Lowe was batting fifth as the
on a bloop single, a walk and an
Palatka High School’s track and field the Panthers’ sure shotNathaniel
of going home
Lake Highland
Prep,run
which
scored
60 inward
to that 4x100. I knew these guys had
Lowe celebrates
a home
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State
2015.
designated
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in
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big
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team did a lot of winning Saturday.
from Showalter Field with their fourth points, three ahead of the Panthers. “I awesome times (in practice) this week.”
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with
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in debut at Kansas City

Tuesday night.
“There was a lot to like with
what he did last year. He was
really, really impressive at three
levels,” Cash said. “He can hit the
ball a long, but he can also hit
well.”
Lowe was the Rays’ minor
league player of the year last sea-

Montgomery and Durham. He
scorched spring training and
was hitting .300 with three homers and 21 RBI for Durham this
season.
Lowe was the state’s junior
college player of the year as the
Vikings’ first baseman in 2015.
The AL East-leading Rays,

Out of Trouble

infielder Joey Wendle is out with
a fractured right wrist and outfielder Austin Meadows is sidelined by a sprained right thumb.
Both of them are left-handed
hitters, and their injuries leave a
significant void in a lineup that
tends to fluctuate based on
matchups.
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double that glanced off the
glove of third baseman Ryan
Romano, but Simonelli came
back with two strikeouts.
Garrett Sheppard’s bunt single got the Vikings going in the
fifth, then Malloy drove
Anthony Arguellis’ 0-1 delivery
out to left for a 2-0 lead. Ryan
Romano drew a two-out walk,
took second on Nick Romano’s
single and scored when Rosario
errors as Kortnee Booth and Aubrey Brown had doubled to right.

DISTRICT SOFTBALL

Raiders tie
– er, win –

